An introduction to

STANDARDS &
EXTRAS

Introduction
Purpose of this document
This document provides an introduction to the concept of the Shirlaws Standards &
Extras Framework.
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What is the Standards & Extras framework about?
Context – energy
The Standard and Extras framework helps businesses manage energy within a client
relationship. When embarking on a relationship the client needs to understand what
the Standard package of service is and what an Extra is.

Content
The Standard service allows a business to define and build an expectation of what the
business delivers to its clients in the normal course of their relationship. The Extras are
defined as a level of service that is not promised or expected – Extras always need to
be framed up, as often on receipt a client converts it to a Standard.

Commercial and Cultural Outcomes
Whenever a Shirlaws framework is implemented within a client’s business, it is
necessary to identify, quantify and qualify the commercial and cultural outcomes of
that implementation process.
In this context, commercial outcomes are those that can be quantified by numbers, the
facts, figures – the hard side of business.
Cultural outcomes are based on the softer side of the business, i.e. feelings, emotions,
behaviours.
Some examples of commercial and cultural outcomes from implementing Standards &
Extras in a business may include:
•

High profitability across the group per client etc

•

More sales of a second product

•

Fewer complaints

•

Increased retention of clients

•

Increased fees

•

Improved pricing and packaging of services

•

Improved relationships

Example questions to ask a client could be:
•

Who is responsible for servicing clients in your business?

•

What is your pricing and packaging policy?

•

How long do you generally retain clients?

•

How many of your clients buy a second product from your business?

•

How do you clients feel about interacting with your business?
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L1 Concept
What is Concept?
The Concept layer refers to the vision and ideas generated. It is the process of
introducing an overview – the why.

What does the Standards and Extras Concept look like to the client?
•

A basic chart and broad agreement.

What does the Standards and Extras Concept feel like to the client?
•

I’ve/we’ve done some of it.

What blocks the client from moving to the next layer?
•

Clients demand more, can’t stop Standards being delivered.

What expectations need to be set with the client?
•

Can reset clients and staff expectations.
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What does the Standards & Extras Framework look
like?
The following is a depiction of the core diagram for the Standards & Extras Framework.
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